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(57) ABSTRACT 

A semiconductor device including: a first slave device; a first 
master device outputting a first request control signal and a 
first access address signal; a second master device outputting 
a second request control signal and a second access address 
signal; a system bus connected to the first slave device, the 
first master device and the second master device, and select 
ing and outputting either the first request control signal or the 
second request control signal when the first request control 
signal is outputted from the first master device and the second 
request control signal is outputted from the second master 
device; and a range setting register holding an address range 
of which an access of the first master device is permitted, 
wherein the system bus blocks the first request control signal 
if the first access address signal is out of the address range. 
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INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE AND 
PROCESSOR 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 
10/838,240, filed May 5, 2004. This application relates to and 
claims priority from Japanese Patent Application No. 2003 
127638, filed on May 6, 2003. The entirety of the contents and 
subject matter of all of the above is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to information pro 
cessing devices and, in particular, to processors utilized in 
central processing devices in computers. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Modern processors, especially in microcomputers 
built into equipment, utilize a system with a one chip proces 
Sor made up of a CPU for general processing tasks and a 
multiple peripheral IP for special processing tasks all 
mounted on a single chip. This type of system typically has a 
structure where multiple devices, such as the CPU and the 
peripheral IP are connected to a bus within a processor. These 
types of systems, in particular, contain multiple bus master 
devices for issuing access requests to the bus. 
0004 The bus master device in a processor containing a 
CPU sometimes accesses the bus unintentionally due to: (1) 
Software bugs, (2) hardware bugs, and (3) temporary hard 
ware problems (such as software errors on the C. line). This 
type of access is called illegal address accessing. Product 
defects due to Software bugs caused by illegal address access 
ing are especially numerous in built-in equipment applica 
tions. 
0005 To illustrate those cases in an application of the 
present invention where illegal address accessing has 
occurred, an example will be considered here which involves 
a system with multiple bus masters for image input and pro 
cessing. The system structure is shown in FIG. 10. Here, the 
reference numeral 810 denotes the image input section and 
numeral 830 denotes the memory. The image input section 
810 and the memory 830 are both connected to the system bus 
800. The image input section 810, for example, loads images 
from a camera and stores that data in the memory 830 by 
operating a bus master. The numeral 850 indicates the flow of 
data during that operation. 
0006. The reference numeral 820 denotes the image pro 
cessor section for performing color correction and noise 
elimination. The image processor section 820 loads image 
data from the memory 830 and writes back the processing 
results. The numerals 851 and 852 respectively indicate the 
flow of data. 
0007. The memory writing 850 from the image input sec 
tion 810, and the memory writing 852 from the image pro 
cessor section 820 must be performed in parallel. Therefore, 
Switching must be performed to prevent conflicts arising from 
both accesses (850 and 852) to the memory area (at the same 
time). 
0008 FIG. 11 is a memory map of the system shown in 
FIG. 10. The section shown in area 910 is the area for the 
memory 830. In order to operate the image input section 810 
and the image processor section 820 in parallel and avoid 
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conflicts in the memory area, the image input section 810 
must write in area 921 of area 910 and the image processor 
section 820 must write in area 920 thereof within a time 
period T. In the same way, the respective areas 922 and 921 
must be written in T+1, and the areas 920 and 922 must be 
written in T+2. 
0009. The above-mentioned memory area switching 
which is employed to avoid conflicts in the memory area is 
especially important in Systems having multiple bus masters. 
When conflicts in the memory area occur, for example, due to 
control software bugs, the problem occurs that image data 
cannot be processed correctly. 
0010. The CPU core typifying the bus master device con 
tains a device called the MMU (Memory Management Unit). 
The MMU both detects and blocks illegal address accessing. 
However, the peripheral IP generally does not contain an 
MMU. A typical MMU used here with a peripheral IP also 
converts virtual addresses within the CPU core into actual 
addresses so that using the MMU for blocking illegal address 
accessing requires a large overhead in terms of the number of 
circuits and the software overhead to handle these circuits. 
The MMU therefore cannot be used for detecting and block 
ing illegal address accessing from a peripheral IP. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0011. The present invention, therefore, has the object of 
providing a device to detect and block illegal address access 
ing with a small circuit overhead. The unique features of the 
present invention to achieve this and other objects will 
become apparent from the description provided in the present 
specification and the accompanying drawings. 
0012. A brief description of a typical embodiment of the 
invention is as follows. An information processing device has 
a first bus master device and a first slave device, and a bus is 
connected to that first bus master device and first slave device, 
wherein when the first bus master device accesses the first 
slave device, a first illegal address blocking circuit detects and 
blocks illegal access from the first bus master device. 
0013 More preferably, the first illegal address blocking 
circuit contains a range setting register that is set with an 
address prohibit range. 
0014 Still more preferably, range setting register is con 
stituted by a first register holding an upper address limit for 
addresses assigned to the first slave device and a second 
register holding a lower address limit, and the first illegal 
address blocking circuit contains a comparator circuit to 
determine if the address output from the first bus master 
device is included in the address range defined by the values 
contained in the first register and the second register. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the system struc 
ture of a first embodiment of the present invention; 
0016 FIG. 2 is schematic diagram showing device con 
nections and the bus configuration of the first embodiment; 
0017 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the illegal address 
access blocking circuit of the first embodiment; 
0018 FIG. 4 is a timing diagram showing the operation of 
the illegal address access blocking circuit; 
0019 FIG. 5 is a block showing the system structure of a 
second embodiment of the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram showing device con 
nections and the bus structure of the second embodiment; 
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0021 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of the illegal address 
access blocking circuit of the second embodiment; 
0022 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the processor for the 
illegal address access blocking circuit; 
0023 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of the processor for the 
illegal address access blocking circuit of the second embodi 
ment, 
0024 FIG.10 is a block diagram of a system with multiple 
bus masters; and 
0025 FIG. 11 is a diagram of the memory map for the 
system shown in FIG. 10. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0026. Preferred embodiments of the information process 
ing device of the present invention will be described with 
reference to the accompanying drawings. Though there are no 
special restrictions, the circuit elements comprising each 
block of an embodiment are known semiconductor integrated 
circuits, such as bipolar transistors and CMOS (complemen 
tary metal-oxide semiconductor) devices, formed on a single 
semiconductor Substrate of monocrystalline silicon. 

First Embodiment 

0027. A first embodiment of the present invention is 
shown in FIG. 1 through FIG. 3. This embodiment utilizes a 
bus configuration with multiple devices jointly using control 
lines, data lines and address lines as the system bus structure. 
0028 FIG. 1 is a simplified view of the overall system 
structure of the present embodiment. Though there are no 
particular restrictions, the components are all formed on one 
semiconductor substrate. The reference numeral 100 denotes 
the system bus within the processor, and it is composed of 
control lines, data lines and address lines shared by multiple 
devices. The reference numerals 110 and 120 denote bus 
master devices for accessing other devices via the system bus 
100. The reference numeral 130 denotes a slave device for 
accepting requests via the system bus 100 of the master 
devices 110, 120 and sending back responses to the system 
buS 100. 
0029. The example for this system configuration com 
prises two bus master devices made up of an audio processing 
IP and an image processing IP. In this system, the respective 
processing results from these bus master devices are written 
into the slave device constituting the serial interface. 
0030 The present embodiment is also assumed to be a 
system with two bus master devices and one slave device. 
However, the method of the present invention is not limited by 
the type or number of devices. The reference numerals 111 
and 121 respectively denote main circuits of the bus master 
device. The reference numerals 113 and 123 denote the illegal 
address access blocking circuits of the present invention. 
These illegal address access blocking circuits 113 and 123 are 
connected to the main circuits 111, 113 of the bus master 
devices via connecting lines 112, 122. These illegal address 
access blocking circuits 113 and 123 also are connected to the 
system bus 100 via the connecting lines 114, 124. The slave 
device 130 is connected to the system bus 100 via the con 
necting line 131. Though described later, when the bus master 
device is accessing the slave device, the illegal address access 
blocking circuits 113 and 123 function to detect illegal 
accessing of the bus master devices and block access. 
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0031 FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the connections of the 
system bus 100 itself, as well as the interconnections between 
the system bus 100 and the connecting lines 114, 124, and 
131. 
0032. The connecting line 114 connecting the bus master 
device 110 and the system bus 100 is composed of a request 
control line 210, a read/write enable signal line 211, an 
address line 212, a write data line 213, and a read data line 
214. 
0033. Though there are no particular restrictions on the 
request control line 210, an “H” here indicates a request and 
an “L’indicates no request. When the request control line 210 
is “H”, then the read/write enable signal line 211 identifiers a 
read request with a “H” and a write request with an “L’, and 
the address line 212 provides the address for reading/writing. 
During a write request, the write data is output from the write 
data line 213. During a read request, the data is input from the 
read data line 214. 
0034. The connecting line 124 that connects the bus mas 
ter device 120 to the system bus 100 has the same structure as 
the connecting line 114. The request control lines 210 through 
214 respectively correspond in function to the lines 220 
through 224. 
0035. The connecting line 131, which connects the slave 
device 130 with the system bus 100, is composed of a request 
control line 230, a read/write enable signal line 231, an 
address line 232, a write data line 233, and a read data line 
234. Here for example, an output from the request control line 
210 is conveyed to the request control line 230. Data from the 
write data line 233 is input to the slave device via the con 
necting line 131, or data is output to the read data line 234. 
0036 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing the illegal 
address access blocking circuit 113 contained in the bus mas 
ter device 110 of the present invention. The illegal address 
access blocking circuit 123 contained in the bus master device 
120 is identical instructure. The signal lines 310 through 314 
comprise the connecting line 112, and they respectively cor 
respond to the signal lines 210 through 214 that comprise the 
connecting line 114 to the bus. 
0037. The reference numeral 320 denotes an illegal 
address access detector. The bus master device 110 along with 
the registers 321 and 322 constitute the range setting register 
that sets the address range for accessing the slave device 130. 
The upper limit value of the address range within which 
access to the bus master device 110 is allowed is stored in the 
register 321 and the lower limit value is stored in the register 
322. Though not specified in the drawing, these registers can 
be set by way of the control line 112. These registers may also 
be set by Software processing when the power is turned on, or 
they may be set automatically when it is detected that the 
power has been turned on. 
0038. The reference numerals 323 and 324, respectively, 
denote comparators. The comparator 323 compares the val 
ues of the address line 312 and the content of the register 321. 
When the value of the address line 312 is the larger value, the 
comparator 323 outputs an “H” to the signal line 325. The 
comparator 324 compares the values of the address line 312 
and the content of the register 322. When the value of the 
address line 312 is the smaller value, the comparator 324 
outputs an “H” to the signal line 326. Therefore, the signal 
line 327 holding the logic sum of the signal line 325 and the 
signal line 326, outputs an “H” when the value of the address 
line 312 is within the range specified by the register 321 and 
the register 322. 
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0039. The reference numeral 330 denotes an illegal 
address blocking section (circuit). When the output of the 
control line 327 is 'H', or, in other words, when the value of 
the address line 312 is within the range specified by the 
register 321 and the register 322, then the output from the 
request control line 310 is output unchanged to the request 
control line 210. Conversely, when the output of the signal 
line 327 is 'L', or, in other words, when the value of the 
address line 312 is outside the allowable access range, the 
output from the request control line 210 is “L” and illegal 
address accessing is blocked, even if the output from the 
request control line 310 is “H”. The logic seen on signal line 
327 is sent unchanged to the signal line 315, and the bus 
master device main circuit 111 is notified of the blocking of 
an illegal address access. Illegal address accessing can be 
prevented in this way. In the present embodiment, the regis 
ters 321,322 as well as the comparators 323,326 are one set. 
Needless to say, however, when there are many slave devices, 
the number of registers and comparators can be increased 
according to the number of slave devices. Also, the address 
locations within the registers 321, 322 may be configured to 
store all bits representing the address, or they may be config 
ured to store only a portion. In other words, these can be set 
within a range where access control is needed. For example, 
if it is desired to detect illegal addresses in a range from 
H08000000 to HOBFFFFFF within the address space of the 
corresponding slave device, then only the upper eight bits 
need to be set. Making this setting makes it possible to reduce 
the size of the registers 321,322 and the comparators 323,326 
to achieve a smaller Surface area (save space). A configuration 
where the registers 321,322 are settable to 32 bits may also be 
used. In this case, a narrower range can be set for detecting an 
illegal address, and it can easily be used with multiple slave 
devices having different address range sizes. 
0040 FIG. 4 is a timing chart showing the operation which 

is carried out when normal address accessing and illegal 
address accessing have occurred in a processor having an 
illegal address access blocking function. The reference 
numerals 700 and 710 in the figure indicate one clock period. 
During this period, the request control signals 310, 210, the 
address line 312, as well as the internal signals 325,326,327 
of the illegal address access blocking device 320 transition to 
different states. 

0041. During the period 700, the value 701 of address line 
312 is within the range set in the registers 321, 322. The 
signals 325,326 are set to “H” at this time, and the signal 327 
also is set to “H. Therefore, a signal level of request control 
signal 310 equivalent to “H” is also output to the request 
control line 210. 

0042. In the period 701, the value 702 is set to a value 
higher than the lower limit value set in the register 322. At this 
time, the signal 327 is set to “L” when the signal 326 is set to 
“L”. The request control signal line 210 therefore is set to “L” 
at the request control signal 310 setting to “H”, so that illegal 
address accessing is blocked. There are no particular restric 
tions on action taken when it is determined that illegal address 
accessing has occurred. For example, a signal line can notify 
the master device 110 of an interrupt, and action then taken by 
the master device, or the interrupt, can be detected by soft 
ware and action can be taken. 

0043. An illegal address access blocking device of this 
type can be implemented with a small number of circuits 
comprising a minimum structure made up of two registers, 
two comparators, and two AND gates per a bus master device, 
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Such as one peripheral IP. This illegal address access blocking 
device also will prevent product defects due to software bugs 
and provides early detection. 

Second Embodiment 

0044 FIG. 5 through FIG. 7 show another embodiment of 
the present invention. This embodiment utilizes a Switching 
type (On-chip Star Topological Network) as the system bus 
structure. This switching type bus structure (On-chip Star 
Topological Network), for example, has a structure where the 
connections between the bus master device and slave device 
are controlled by a selector. Utilizing this type of structure 
allows the system bus to operate at higher speeds. Hereafter, 
mainly the sections of the embodiment differing from the first 
embodiment will be described. Needless to say, the items 
described for the first embodiment are also applicable to the 
second embodiment. 
0045 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a simplified form of the 
system structure as applied to the present invention. The 
reference numeral 400 denotes a switching type system bus 
(On-chip Start Topological Network) within the processor. 
The reference numerals 410 and 420 denote the bus master 
devices, and 430 denotes the slave device. The bus master 
devices 410, 420 and the slave device 430 are respectively 
connected to the system bus 400 by the connecting lines 411, 
421, and 431. This method, as with the first embodiment, 
applies no restrictions on the type or number of connected 
devices. 
0046 FIG. 6 is a diagram showing connections of the 
system bus 400 itself and the connections between the system 
bus 400 and the connecting lines 411, 421 and 431. The 
connecting line 411 connecting the system bus 400 and the 
bus master device 410 is composed of a request control line 
510, a read/write enable signal line 511, an address line 512, 
a write data line 513, a read data line 514, and a (request) 
acceptance notification line 515. The description of the lines 
510 through 514 matches the lines 210 through 214 in the first 
embodiment. The signal line 515 indicates whether or not a 
request from the request control line 510 was accepted. The 
connecting line 421 connecting the system bus 400 and the 
bus master device 420 has a structure identical to the connect 
ing line 411. 
0047. The connecting line 431 connecting the slave device 
430 with the system bus 400 is composed of a request control 
line 530, a read/write enable signal line 531, an address line 
532, a write data line 533, and a read data line 534. The 
description of each signal line is the same as the lines 230 
through 234 of the first embodiment. 
0048 Reference numeral 540 denotes the request signal 
selector (switch). The request control lines 510,520, and the 
address lines 512, 522 are input to the request signal selector 
(switch) 540, and the selector control signal lines 541, 542, 
and 543, as well as the request control line 530 signals, are 
output from this selector (switch) 540. When the signal from 
the selector control signal line 543 is “L’, the read/write 
enable signal line 511 signal is then output to the read/write 
enable signal line 531. Conversely, when the signal from the 
selector control signal line 543 is “H”, the signal from control 
line 521 is output to the control line 531. 
0049. The signals on line 512 or 522 are output along 
address line 532 according to the state of the selector control 
signal line 542, or the signals on address 513 and 523 are 
respectively output along the data line 533 according to the 
state of the selector control signal 541 in the same way. The 
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connections between the bus master device 410, 420 and the 
slave device 430 are switched in this way. This type of con 
figuration allows the system bus 400 to operate at high speed. 
0050 FIG. 7 is a diagram showing the internal structure of 
the control circuit 540. The reference numeral 600 is a 
decoder which outputs an “H” signal to the signal line 601 
when the value on the address line 522 indicates the slave 
device 430. Therefore, when a request is output to the slave 
device 430 from the bus master device 420 on the control 
signal lines 541,542,543, the selector outputs a control signal 
on the 420 side. 

0051. When the address destination indicated by the value 
online 522 does not indicate the slave device 430, thenan"L' 
signal is output to the signal line 525 and an “H” is output to 
the signal line 602. In the opposite case, an "L' is output to the 
signal line 602, and an “H” is output on the signal line 525. 
0052. The reference numeral 610 identifies the illegal 
address access detector. The reference numerals 611 and 612 
respectively identify the registers for that detector circuit and 
reference numerals 613. 614 identify the comparators. The 
circuit of this illegal address access detector is the same as 
that of the illegal address access detector 320 of the first 
embodiment. When the value on the address line 512 is within 
the range specified by the register 611 and the register 612, the 
signal line 617 is set to an “H” value. The register 611 and the 
register 612 can also read/write values by way of the signal 
line 411. 

0053. The reference numeral 620 identifies the illegal 
address blocking section (or circuit) and is identical to the 
blocking section 330 of the first embodiment. The blocking 
section 620 blocks (masks) the request control line 510 when 
the output from the control line 617 is “L”. Illegal address 
accessing from the bus master device 410 can be blocked in 
this way. This blocking of the signal line 602 signal by the 
output from the signal line 617 to prevent illegal address 
accessing is reported to the bus master device 410. The bus 
master device 410 receives this notification and performs the 
necessary processing. 
0054 The bus master devices 410, 420 must always access 
the slave device by way of the selector on the system bus 400 
so that installing the illegal address blocking circuit in the 
selector control circuit allows it to be implemented in a small 
surface area. FIG. 8 is an embodiment in which the invention 
is applied to a specific processor PC. The processor PC con 
tains a CPU (central processing unit) for controlling the entire 
processor PC. The MMU (Memory Management Unit) con 
verts the virtual address inside the CPU core to a physical 
address and also contains a function to block illegal address 
accessing. In the processor PC in the present embodiment, the 
bus master device is composed of a CPU, a direct memory 
access controller DMAC, a dedicated image processor IP 
(device) MPEG4, and a dedicated audio processor IP (device) 
MP3. The processor PC carries out external access by using 
an external bus interface circuit EXIF that is connected to the 
bus state controller 5 by way of the processor internal main 
network (or internal bus IBUS). The external bus interface 
circuit EXIF is connected to the external memory MEM. The 
bus state controller BSC outputs strobe signals RAS, CAS 
and a write enable signal WE to the memory MEM installed 
externally. 
0055. The processor PC contains a clock pulse generator 
CPG, an interrupt control circuit INTC, a serial communica 
tion interface controller SCI, a real-time clock circuit RTC 
and a timer TMU, which serve as internal peripheral circuits 
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connected to the processor internal main network (or internal 
bus IBUS). These peripheral circuits are accessed by the CPU 
or the direct memory access controller DMAC, or the dedi 
cated image processor IP (device) MPEG4, or the dedicated 
audio processor IP (device) MP3 by way of the processor 
internal main network (or internal bus IBUS). A clock signal 
synchronized with the system clock is output from the clock 
pulse generator CPG. This processor PC performs operations, 
Such as loading external data, while synchronized with this 
system clock signal. 
0056. The bus state controller BSC determines the access 
data size, access time, and wait state according to the circuit 
for access (address area to be accessed) by the CPU or direct 
memory access controller DMAC, and it also controls the bus 
access to the external memory MEM. The bus state controller 
BSC also arbitrates competing requests for bus use from 
external sections and from the direct memory access control 
ler DMAC. 

0057 Here, the processor internal main network (or inter 
nal bus IBUS) is the bus type (network typology). The illegal 
address access blocking circuit (IABU) of the present inven 
tion is therefore installed in the CPU, direct memory access 
controller DMAC, dedicated image processor IP (device) 
MPEG4, or dedicated audio processor IP (device) MP3 that 
make up the bus master device. Illegal address accessing can 
therefore be blocked with a small number of circuits, product 
defects due to Software bugs can be prevented, and early stage 
detection can be achieved. When the processor internal main 
network (or internal bus IBUS) is of the Switch type, illegal 
accessing can be prevented by installing an illegal address 
access blocking circuit in the processorinternal main network 
(IBUS), and there is no need to install illegal address access 
blocking circuits in the direct memory access controller 
DMAC (and other circuit in the bus master device) so that the 
required circuits surface area can be reduced. 
0058. In circuit design in recent years, the circuits for all 
types of devices (such as CPU and DMAC) are pre-designed 
and stored as an IP in design tools. Then, during the actual 
circuit design stage, these devices that are stored in the design 
tools and which are needed to make the required product can 
be combined to create an LSI circuit. In this case, the illegal 
address access blocking circuit of the present invention can be 
stored as one IP in the design tool. In this way, the stored 
illegal address access blocking circuit can be connected easily 
between each device and the system bus. 
0059 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a processor represen 
tative of the second embodiment of the present invention. 
This drawing differs from FIG. 8 in that a processor internal 
peripheral network (or PBUS) is connected to the peripheral 
circuit (slave device) separate from the processor internal 
main network (IBUS). The processor internal peripheral net 
work (PBUS) and processor internal main network (IBUS) 
are connected by way of a bus state controller BSC. Using this 
type of structure allows the peripheral circuits that constitute 
the slave device to connect to the bus master device by way of 
abus state controller containing a direct memory access con 
troller DMAC. The processor PC in FIG. 8 has a structure 
where the peripheral circuits are directly accessed by way of 
the processor internal main network (IBUS) so, that the illegal 
address access blocking circuit must be installed in each slave 
device within each bus master device. However, in the present 
embodiment, the peripheral circuit is connected to the bus 
master device by way of the bus state controller so that the 
illegal address access blocking circuits can be concentrated in 
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the bus state controller and, therefore, take up a smaller area 
than the processor PC in FIG.8. 
0060. The present invention was described will reference 
to specific embodiments, however a range of diverse adapta 
tions are possible without departing from the objects of the 
invention. For example, the values indicating the address 
range can be hardwired in without installing a register. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A semiconductor device comprising: 
a first slave device; 
a first master device outputting a first request control signal 

from the first master device to the first slave device and 
a first access address signal assigned to the first slave 
device when the first master device accesses to the first 
slave device; 

a second master device outputting a second request control 
signal from the second master device to the first slave 
device and a second access address signal assigned to the 
first slave device when the second master device 
accesses to the first slave device; 

a system bus connected to the first slave device, the first 
master device and the second master device, and select 
ing and outputting either the first request control signal 
or the second request control signal when the first 
request control signal is outputted from the first master 
device and the second request control signal is outputted 
from the second master device; and 

a range setting register holding an address range of which 
an access of the first master device is permitted, 

wherein the system bus blocks the first request control 
signal if the first access address signal is out of the 
address range. 
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2. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
wherein the range setting register comprises a first register 

to hold an upper limit address, and a second register 
holding a lower limit address assigned to the first slave 
device, and 

wherein the system bus includes a comparator to compare 
whether the address outputted by the first master device 
is within the range shown in the first register and the 
second register. 

3. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
wherein the system bus comprises a selector for Switching 

the connection states of the first slave device, the first 
master device and the second master device, and a selec 
tor control circuit for controlling the selector. 

4. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
wherein the system bus comprises a first illegal address 

access blocking circuit to detect and block illegal access 
by the first master device during accessing of the first 
slave device. 

5. The semiconductor device according to claim 4. 
wherein the first illegal address access blocking circuit 

further detects and blocks illegal access by the second 
master device during accessing of the first slave device 
by the second master device. 

6. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, com 
prising: 

a second slave device connected to the system bus, 
wherein the system bus comprises a second illegal address 

access blocking circuit to detect and block illegal access 
by the first master device during accessing of the second 
slave device. 

7. The semiconductor device according to claim 1, 
wherein an information held in the range setting register is 

rewritable by the first master device. 
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